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anks are faced with an ever
changing environment as
they make their way toward
the new millennium. As stated
recently in Fortune magazine, "The
uncertain depth of the Russian
and Asian debacles ... leaves U.s.
banks and Wall Street grappling
with questions that they haven't
faced since the savings and loan
collapse: how much danger is still
out there? And which banks are
ready to bounce back?"
Using a strategic long-range
plan (SLRP) with a management
by objectives (MBO) approach can
help a bank move with confidence
into the future.
Peter Drucker first coined the
phrase "management by objec
tives" in 1954. Manv others con
tributed to the phil~sophy of MBO
and in the mid-60's George
Odiorne and Dale McConkey,
along with others, boosted MBO
into widespread use. Ordiorne
gave us a clear definition of MBO
as "a process whereby the superi
or and subordinate managers of
an organization jointly identify its
(the organization's) common
goals, define each person's major
area of responsibility in terms of
the results expected of him, and
use these measures as guides for
operating the unit and assessing
the contribution of each of its
members."
The concept presented here for
the banking industry builds on
Odiorne's definition and encom
passes an analysis of the firm's
purpose, the environment in
which it operates, its strengths
and weaknesses, and even takes
into consideration assumptions
that should be made before setting
objectives.

B

Nine-step
process
A nine-step process gives the
banking industry a dependable,
results-oriented management sys
tem for the year 2000 and beyond.
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Into the
future:
The application
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A more comprehensive
SLRP /MBO philosophy is to iden
tify an organization's purpose,
objectives and desired results;
establish a realistic program for
obtaining these results; and evalu
ate performance in achieving
them. This requires the following:
1. Defining the bank's purpose
and mission;
2. Monitoring the environment
in which it operates;
3. Assessing realistically
strengths and weaknesses;
4. Making assumptions about
unpredictable future events;
5. Articulating written, specific,
and measurable objectives in prin
cipal result areas contributing to
the organization's purpose:
a. Negotiating and bargaining at
every level from top manage
ment to lower -staff positions;
and
b. Executing a performance con
tract embracing the agreed-upon
objectives.
6. Developing strategies on the
utilization of available resources
to meet theobjectives;
7. Making long-range and short

range plans to meet the objectives;
8. Appraising performance con
tinually to determine whether it is
keepm'g pace with the attainment
of objectives and is consistent with
the defined purpose:
a. Demonstrating a willingness
to modify objectives, strategies,
and plans when conditions
change;
b. Evaluating progress at every
stage so that needed changes
can be made smoothly; and
c. Ensuring that rewaids are
thoughtfully considered and are
appropriate for various accom
plishments (recognizing the
effectiveness of extrinsic and
intrinsic rewards).
9. Re-evaluating purpose, envi
ronment, strengths and weakness
es, and assumptions before setting
objectives for the next perfor
mance period.
The following discussion will
address each of these nine points
in detail focusing, with respect to
each, on (1) its importance, (2) the
mechanics of using it, and finally
(3) examples of it within the envi
ronment of the banking industry.
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Purpose
• •
or mission
The first, and arguably most
important, consideration of devel
oping a long-range plan incorpo
rating this nine-step analysis of
SLRP /MBO is to define the pur
pose or the "reason for being" for
the bank or any of its specific
departments or areas of responsi
bility. Peter Drucker, in discussing
the importance of identifying an
organization's purpose says, "It is
defined bv the want the customer
satisfies ~hen he buys a product
or a service. To satisfv the cus
tomer is the mission ~nd purpose
of every business," He continues,
"Business enterprise, however,
requires that the theory of the
business be thought through and
spelled out. It demands a clear
definition of business purpose and
business mission. It demands the
question, 'What is our business
and what should it be?'"
Drucker also states, "OnlY a
clear definition of the missi'on and
purpose of the business makes
possible clear and realistic busi
ness objectives, It is the founda
tion for priorities, strategies, plans
and work assignments. It is the
starting point for the design of
managerial structures.
Clearly, if purpose is defined
casually or introspectively, or the
list of key result areas neglects
some of the less-obvious threats
and opportunities, the fabric of
organization objectives and
resources is loosely woven." As
Calvin Coolidge p~t it, "No enter
prise (including banks) can exist
for itself alone. It ministers to
some great need, it performs some
great service not for itself but for
others; or failing therein, it ceases
to be profitable and ceases to
exist."
Banks are not exempt from the
necessity of defining their purpose
or reason for being. Although
such purpose may be difficult to
ascertain in the rapidly changing
economic environment of today,
the following purpose statement
might be generally appropriate:
Our goal is to achieve an
enhanced level of earnings
through managed and
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Figure 1: The strategic planning/MBO process.

diversified growth. Inherent in
this goal is our commitment to
provide:
1. Relevant and comprehensive
fairly priced financial services to
our customers;
2, A challenging work environ
ment for employees with rewards
and career opportunities linked to
productivity and creativity;
3, A strong equity position
which allows for meeting contin
ued needs of borrowers and which
provides stability and safety for
depositors;
4, Profit level which produces
an acceptable return for share
holders; and
5, Support for the charitable,
cultural and economic needs of
the community, Such a purpose/
mission statement is vitally impor
tant for the new millennium as
banks begin to redefine their roles
in an ever-changing and expand
ing financial services climate,

Environmental
analysis
For a bank to grO\v, or even sur
vive in these perilous times, it is
vital for it to gauge the environ
ment within which it operates, At
no time in the past has the politi
caL social and economic environ
ment had such a direct and per
suasive impact on banking as it
does today, Realizing that any
thing that can happen ultimately
will happen must become a funda

mental tenet in any modern
approach to bankii-tg philosophy.
Recognition of the inevitability of
change promotes flexibility and
the capability of making change
work for an organization rather
than against it. The only way to
manage change is to set up a
tematic process to constantly mon
itor the environment within which
our company operates. Thus
banks must vigilantly keep one
eye on debates in Congress, pro
posals from the White House, pro
nouncements by regulators, while
keeping the other eye on the Wall
Street Journal and other business
and trade publications. The suc
cessful bank of the new millenni
um must stay abreast of regulato
ry relief legislation, the staggering
stock market in investment bank
ing, downturns in global econom
ic growth, megamerger consolida
tion, and a trend toward conve
nient banking locations for the
customer. Needless to say, success
in banking also requires a constant
analysis of business trends, inter
est r~te changes and other old
established economic factors.
The complexity of the task fac
ing banks as they monitor their
environment is illustrated by the
following facts concerning a few
of the environmental factors banks
must reckon with:
1. Prime rate, This integral part
of a bank's structure of rates
charged to its customers has
evolved from a stable rate which
changed, on average, once a year
in the 60s, to a volatile rate which
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during the 70s changed once a
month and in the 80s once a week.
The 90s have seen the lowest rates
in years.
2. Legislative action. Proposals
to enact regulatory relief legisla
tion to "let banks pay interest on
corporate checking accounts,
authorize the Federal Reserve
Board to pay interest on reserves,
ease capital requirements for pur
chased mortgage servicing rights
and allow insolvent banks to chal
lenge their seizure in court."
It has never been so imperative
for banks to know, monitor and
manage their "environment."

Strengths and
weaknesses
Following the identification of
"purpose" and the consideration
of "environment," attention must
be turned to an assessment of the
organization. Howard H.
Stevenson states, "Business orga
nizations have certain characteris
tics (strengths) which make them
uniquely adapted to carry out
their tasks. Conversely, they have
other features (weaknesses) that
inhibit their abilities to fulfill their
purposes. Managers who hope to
accomplish their tasks are forced
to evaluate the strengths and
weaknesses of the organization ... "
Assessing an organization's
strengths and weaknesses
requires, in part, a review of its
key resources: human, financial,
facilities, equipment, natural
resources, etc. Although identify
ing the strengths is somewhat sim
ple, defining weaknesses is, if not
more difficult, at least more
painfuL Often organizations resort
to outside consultants to candidly
pinpoint their limitations.
Regardless of the difficulty of the
task, weaknesses and limitations
must be recognized before further
analysis can proceed. Only with a
realistic appraisal of strengths and
weaknesses can realistic objectives
be set.
Bankers face a doubly difficult
task in assessing strengths and
weaknesses in that, as a regulated
industry, some weaknesses are
superimposed by laws and rules
18

outside the control of the individ
ual bank. For example, the
Treasury Department noted in its
"Modernizing the Financial
System ... " report that "outdated
laws prevent banks from respond
ing to changed financial markets
and achieving geographic diversi
fication, while non-bank financial
service providers chip away at the
banking franchise." No bank can
succeed without candidly assess
ing this intrinsic weakne~s.

Assumptions
The fourth step in the nine-step
analysis of SLRP IMBO is the stat
ing of major assumptions. These
assumptions should be stated with
respect to the range of action over
which your organization has little
or absolutely no control; for exam
ple the external environment.
Some assumptions essential to
the interest of commercial bankers
might include:
1. Important cost elements of the
banking industry, such as reserve
requirements on deposits, asset-to
capital ratios, and federal funds
costs;
2. The continuance of commer
cial banks as financial intermedi
aries in the money market most
often utilized by fenders and bor
rowers;
3. The equilibrium of the stock
market stays within an acceptable
level;
4. The emergence of stiff compe
tition from super multi-state bank
holding companies owned by
industrial conglomerates;
5. The continued expansion of
banking services.
In the assumption area, bank
management must make judg
ments based on the external envi
ronment and any assumptions
made concerning banking in the
90s and beyond must take into
consideration these proposals and
strategies to assure their prof
itability.

Objectives
and goals
The next step in the nine-step

analysis of SLRPIMBO is the
development of overall organiza
tional objectives. These objectives
must be developed for the entire
company utilizing input from all
levels of corporate structure,
including, but not limited to, top
management. Objectives must be
clear, concise, written statements
outlining proposed accomplish
ment in key priority areas, within
specific time periods and in mea
surable terms. Objectives may be
classified as routine, problem
solving, innovative, team, person
al and budget performance.
Drucker feels that "Objectives are
not fate, they are direction. They
are not commands; they are com
mitments. They do not determine
the future; they are means to
mobilize the resources and ener
gies of the business for the making
of the future."
Objectives can be set at upper
organization levels in:
1. Profitability;
2. Market size, position, growth,
and penetration;
3. Productivity;
4. Product leadership;
5. Employee morale, develop
ment, and attitudes;
6. Physical and financial
resources;
7. Public responsibility; and
8. Personal.
Every bank executive should set
an objective in each of these areas
in his or her company long-range
plan.

Performance
contract
Lower-level management and
staff also should contribute to the
setting forth of objectives. Their
statements of objectives become a
performance contract following
the completion of the following
process:
1. Properly written objectives
are submitted to the supervisor;
2. The objectives are then dis
cussed and negotiated with the
supervisor;
3. They are re-submitted to the
supervisor;
4. They are approved by both
parties, and (optionally)
3. Some organizations have both
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parties sign the objective sheet.

Periodic
•
review
Objectives, once operational,
must be continuallv monitored
and reviewed. On~ practical; easy
way to record, communicate, mea
sure and update objectives is
through a "Performance Plan
Book." All objectives for the orga
riization should be stated in this
book. The objectives should then
be reviewed periodically and
updated.

Strategies
After the objectives and goals
have been set, strategies must be
developed to achieve the goals
and objectives. A good way to for
mulate strategy is to ask how is
my organization going to commit
its resources? The answer will
become your strategy. You might
describe strategy as your "game
plan." Some examples of market
ing strategies are:
1. Changes in services the bank
offers;
2. Changes in price policy; and
3. Changes in promotional strat
egy.
It is during the strategy phase of
the nine-step analysis that organi
zational structure should be
reviewed. Drucker says, "The best
structure will not guarantee
results and performance. But the
wrong structure is a guarantee of
non-performance." Thus, the strat
egy phase of the analysis must
include an organizational struc
ture decision.
Strategy also involves timing.
For example, timing of the intro
duction of a new product or ser
vice can be very important.
Strategy is the "thinking" stage of
the long-range plans.
Strategies a bank might adopt
for the purpose of attracting new
customers might include such
steps as:
1. Initiating a promotional cam
paign advertising free checking
services offered by the bank; with
free overdraft protection if you
deposit some money in a new sav
20

ings account;
2. Cutting the cost of checking
account monthly charges;
3. Removing the annual fee on
bank credit cards (Visa,
MasterCard);
4. Acquiring or establishing
branches for the convenience of
customers in various locations,
including remote banking and
supermarket branch banking;
5. Offering initial reductions on
loan rates to encourage install
ment borrowing; and
6. using the proper type and
amount of advertising and promo
tion.

and goals been accomplished?
2. How far did actual perfor
mance miss the mark?
3. Did the attainment of the
objectives and goals support the
overall purpose?
4. Has the environment changed
enough to change the objectives
and goals?
5. Have additional weaknesses
been revealed that will influence
changing the objectives of the
organization?
6. Have additional strengths
been added or your position
improved sufficiently to influence
the changing of your objectives?

Operational
plans: long
range and
short-range

Re-evaluation

After all the foregoing steps
have been completed and strate
gies have been developed to meet
defined objectives and goals, an
organization must develop both
long-range and short-range plans.
Examples of long-range plans are
building for future expansion,
equipment acquisition or hiring to
meet organizational needs. At this
stage of the analysis, it is impor
tant not to confuse objectives and
strategy. This is the" action" or
"doing" stage. Here you hire, fire,
build, advertise and so on. It is
appropriate at this point to devel
op proforma income and balance
sheets for some stated period such
as five years. Also helpful is the
development of contribution
analysis by product line for five
years. These efforts afford an orga
nization the opportunity to review
periodically the outcome of imple
mented plans in measurable
terms.

Appraisal
An appraisal of the organization
and each of its entities is the next
step. This is to determine if all
objectives have been met. The
questions to be asked include:
1. Have measurable objectives

At the end of the bank's perfor
mance year and as part of the
thinking for the new year, the pur
pose, environment, strengths and
weaknesses and assumptions
must be re-evaluated. This assures
that the plan is working and
allows for any needed. correc
tions.

Conclusion
In the Oct. 1,1998 issue of the

Washington Post, author Paul
Blustein reported that, "the
International Monetarv Fund
warned yesterday that the sharp
slowdown in global economic
growth this year could become
even more dire in coming
months." Having a dependable,
results-oriented management sys
tem in place, such as the strategic
long-range planning/MBO
process presented here, is impera
tive to the survival of banks.
Smart management in banking for
the new millennium requires care
ful consideration of the adoption
and implementation of the nine
step analysis of SLRP /MBO.
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